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We are so happy that you are finally taking that step forward in your life!
Now that it’s time to create your own damn magic, it’s time to spark up
your inner magic with our I Am Woke Kit.

In our very modern society, we have information available at the palm of
our hands. We can have all the facts, make the logical decision, and still
s*** ourselves over. That’s because although it’s easy to overcome the
distance in physical terms between any human beings in the world, we
have lost something much more important - the connection with
ourselves. If you have found it difficult to awaken your intuition and
connect with your higher-self, don’t worry because with today’s lifestyle it’s
hard to develop it naturally. However, with the right tools awakening your
intuition magic will be a fun, fulfilling process! In our I Am Woke kit we have
gathered all the tools to help you sharpen your senses and hear the inner
voice guiding you to your inner magic. So get ready for some magic
making! These tools can be used in many ways, you can use each tool
individually, or you can use them all together. Whichever way you choose,
it’s important to do what feels right for you. 

I AM WOKE:
INTUITION DEVELOPMENT

KIT INSTRUCTIONS

Hello Magic Maker!
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However if you have no idea where to start, you are lacking inspiration at
the moment, or you simply want us to reveal how we created our own
damn magic and awakened our intuition - then we have included
instructions for our most magical intuition building ritual! Let’s get started:

Every ritual should start on a clean slate! Which is why we always like to do
a little atmosphere setting and removing those pesky low-frequency vibes
away from the space we work in. And not only the space, but also the
tools! Although we charge our tools with Healing Reiki Energy to help you
have the most magical and successful rituals, during shipping and
handling some low-frequency vibes might float around. Now, clear up a
space before you, and place your tools from the kit in front of you. Take a
few deep breaths to calm yourself down. Take your White Sage Cones, and
light it up to begin cleansing your magic making space. We have chosen a
White Sage Cone because they are the best herbs for performing ultimate
physical and energetic cleansing. Take a few deep breaths, and then by
waving your hand bring the smoke over the space your will be working in,
over yourself and over the tools that you will be working with. Once you
are done, place your White Sage Cone down, close your eyes and take a
few deep breaths.

Now that you are all calmed down, and you are focused take each crystal
into your palm. Feel the energy radiating from the crystal in your hand. At
first, it will be like a slight tingling sensation on your hand, moving
upwards, and through your full body. Familiarize yourself with the healing
frequency of each crystal. Then place it back. Once you finish this process
with all the crystals and tools, take the Selenite Wand and move the wand
from the bottom towards the top of each crystal. Repeat this motion three
times, before you go to the next crystal. Selenite is known as liquid light in
the crystal world and it’s the perfect crystal to re-charge and enhance the
frequencies of healing crystals. It’s also perfect for supercharging your
crystals with light, high frequency energy which is perfect for attracting
abundance.
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Now that you have finished enhancing the energy of the crystals, it’s time
to enhance your own frequency. Take your Selenite Wand, and close your
eyes. Visualize yourself, sitting in an empty space. Visualize a thick light
thread within you. Follow the energy flow inside of your body. Simply let
go, and let it take you and guide you. Now, hold your Selenite stick with
both arms, and from below your belly make a slow line upwards, until you
reach the top of your head, and then continue stretching your hands
upwards above you. Make sure you keep your eyes closed. As you make
that movement, visualize the light thread getting a little thicker, emitting
more energy. Then, hold your hands to the sides, and gently place them
on your belly again. Never return your hands from upwards, down - always
go into a position for repeating this movement by splitting your arms to
the sides, making a circle with each arm until you reach your belly. Then
repeat the same motion several times until the light of the thread lights up
your whole body.

Open your eyes and focus on your goal. Then repeat this affirmation: “I will
awaken the power of my intuition” slowly, calmly, like it’s an undeniable
fact. Then light your Astral Journey candle.

Now that you are radiating with high frequency vibes, you have set your
intention and negative vibes from your home or around you cleared up,
it’s time to connect with your higher-self:

Place Amethyst, Labradorite and the Lapis Lazuli tumbled stones, in that
order above your head, 2 inches of space between them in a shape of a
crown and take a few deep breaths. We have chosen this set of specific
crystals because they each awake a divine aspect of yourself, helping you
find the bridge towards your higher-self and make it possible for you to
nourish that connection.
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Visualize their light lavender energy going through your head, shoulders,
arms, chest, abdomen and legs. Let it overtake every part of your body,
clearing up any blockages that might be preventing your from connecting
with your higher-self. Take a few deep breaths. Focus on visualizing the
energy of the crystals into every corner of your body. Feel the energy
getting stronger and stronger with every breath. Take your time, until you
have visualized yourself overflowing with that beautiful lavender energy. 

Now open your eyes, and take your Amethyst Pendulum into your palms,
and focus on its energy. Take a few deep breaths. Then, place the Pentacle
Pendulum Mat in front of you and ask the questions that you have. Take
your time with every question, and note down the answers you get on
your post its. 

Then shuffle the tarot card deck, and spread them all in front of you.
Choose one card, the one you feel most connected to, and then flip it over
to see what card you have chosen. Then think about what that card could
mean, what your intuition is trying to tell you. Jot down any questions that
you may have, and once again ask your pendulum, and note down the
answers.

Once your ritual is complete, place your Amethyst Pendulum and journal
close to your bed, and put your Amethyst tumbled stone under your
pillow. Sometimes, while conscious it’s hard to understand what your
higher-self is trying to tell you, which is why often dreams after this ritual
can provide much more insight. Then, once you wake up, immediately
write down your dreams in your journal because you might forget your
dream shortly after waking up. Then, once you have finished writing it
down, compare notes from the answers you got and the dream that you
had. What confuses you? Write down any questions you have, so that you
can ask them during your next ritual.

xoxo,
My Little Magic Shop


